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with the multifieldbus interface, the simatic et 200sp can be used in applications that previously utilized only modbus tcp or ethernet/ip. multifieldbus is also the right solution when an application is implemented
with different controllers (field buses) and the i/o system will continue to be used without modification. explore the possibilities offered by the simatic s7-1500 software controller and simatic et 200sp open
controller. thanks to their high performance, excellent availability, and reliability, these controllers are ideal for applications such as an emobility charging infrastructure or wind power generation. they are

designed for safety-related use up to sil 3 according to en 62061 and pl e according to iso 13849. one specialfeature of the f modules of simatic et 200sp is that the f addresses are assigned via the engineering
during commissioning. this simplifies the setup process and saves time. the solution offered by simatic s7-1500 is a high-end fieldbus controller for the simatic et 200sp. this is ideal for solar energy applications
because it improves the transfer rates, eliminates complicated handling tasks, and ensures maximum safety. with the simatic s7-1500 controller for the simatic et 200sp, you can set groups of opencontrollers.
this feature allows you to save space on the server and enables you to create configurations that are most frequently used. distribute and control the charge status of a number of einverter chargers with the

simatic s7-1500 from simatic sensys. your application can be based on the pl e and the commonbus interfaces for communication over open and proprietary fieldbusses.
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the software controller
simatic s7-1700 is used in

applications with
numerous applications
and a high number of

interfaces to be
monitored. it provides a

simple and flexible
connection scheme. the

software controller is
especially suited for

monitoring and
controlling a large
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number of serial and
fieldbus interfaces and
the addition of modules
for new i/o interfaces is

easy. the software
controller simatic

s7-1900 is used for
control applications that
require many different

interfaces to be
monitored in an orderly
way. the possibility of

connecting to pc-based
modules is useful for

integrating into existing
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programs and the choice
of modules with the same
interface ensures a clean
integration. the software

controller simatic
s7-2000 is used for

applications that require
a lot of i/o interfaces and
a lot of operating system
software is used. it is also
possible to connect to pc-
based modules and the
choice of modules with

the same interface
ensures a clean
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integration. the software
controller simatic

s7-2100 enables you to
control products from

numerous manufacturers
with a single system. you

can connect it to pc-
based modules or plcs.
the interface also allows
for a clean integration of

the products to be
controlled. the software

controller simatic
s7-2250 is the ideal

solution when a lot of
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input and output
interfaces are required.

this includes input/output
for devices such as

sensors, actuators and i/o
modules such as multi-
fieldbus and plcs. with
the software controller,
you can connect to pc-
based modules, or use

the existing i/o interface
for the application.
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